Panel Discussion: Black-Latino Alliance
4:30 p.m., B192 JFSB

FHE: Vignettes of Black Saints
7:00, 7:30, and 8:00 p.m., Education in Zion

Mini Concert: The Afro-Caribbean Eclipse
Noon, HBLL Auditorium

Panel Discussion: Race and Immigration
4:30 p.m., B192 JFSB

FHE: Vignettes of Black Saints
7:00, 7:30, and 8:00 p.m., Education in Zion

Flute Juice—Jazz and the Civil Rights Movement
4:30 p.m., B192 JFSB

Mini Concert: The Giddins Family
Noon, HBLL Auditorium

BYU Black Students: Perspectives
7:00 p.m., WSC Ballroom

University Forum: Jazz and Democracy
Marcus Roberts, musician, and Greg Clark, professor of English, BYU
11:00 a.m., Marriott Center

Mini Concert: Legacy Jazz Band
Noon, HBLL Auditorium

History Department: Black History Month Lecture
Talitha L. LeFlouria, University of Virginia
11:00 a.m., B192 JFSB

Bravo! Performing Arts Series: “We Shall Overcome”
7:30 p.m., de Jong Concert Hall, Harris Fine Arts Center